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Tai chi shoes and 1

Xizzles are bonuses that make different parts of the game easier. Below is a list of Xizzles and what they serve. XIZZLES NEEDS: Hypoansious - Hunger consumption is limited by 30% Sweet Aroma - Hygiene consumption is limited by 30% Inzomne - Sleep consumption is limited by 30% Steel Rear - Incomod consumption is limited in 30% Little water - Full bladder consumption is reduced by 30% Mantis explosion - Boredom consumption is limited by 30% Eskimo Coolness - All motivations are limited by 10% MONEY XIZZLES: Goose
paste - 10,000 contant and sounding Simoleons At full throze - Profits in minigames are going up 20% Mermaid sales - 20% discount for all items in the store (GIRLS ONLY) SOCIAL XIZZLES: Blah, blah, blah - New nemesan conversation option - Relationship with everyone goes up 6, but with low chocolate 100 - Relationships with people of the opposite sex goes up 1 Tranqui , colleague - Social degradation falls 1 XIZZLES FROM REP GROUP: Xizzles according to the initial Rep Group: you can have only one of those Xizzles who
depends on the Rep Group choosing at the beginning. Suckers: What not - Bills are reduced by: 75% Macarras: Fast Lightning - Run 10% Faster Bohemians: Night Bird - Energy drops 50% slower at night Ricachons: Behavior Model - Genius Rescue Chance: 75% (Reduces the risk of fainting from exhaustion by 75%) Xizzles you have through 10 reputation points: you can have all four, you only need to get 10 reputation points in each Rep group to each of them. Nerds: Spelling Champion - Unlocks Spelling Minigame Macarras: Street
Chants - Relationship with Members of the Rep Group Climbs 1 Bohemians: Genius Djinn - Unlock Genie Lamp * Ricachones: Free Baby - Rich Foundation Pays Beb 4 Simoleons for the month OTHER XIZZLES: Nerd Level 5 – Extra point in any skating fan skill – Advance 10% faster on Hovercraft (GUYS ONLY) * Genie's Lamp can also be achieved by inviting Crystal to your home. If he likes it, he'll give it to you. You can get to it and have a bed and toilet or sell it for 600 Simoleons. If you have any questions about this post, please leave
a comment! Home? Messages? Reviews? Features? Game launch calendars? Newsletters ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ [3.02] Xizzle Can be purchased at the xizzle Club in-game. You will be able to unlock and use xizzles after answering questions after specifying a rep group. Eager Eager Hippo – Hunger Erosion Slows Down 30% Inzombiac – Sleep Erosion 30% Sweet Smell - Hygiene Erosion Slows Down 30% Play It Off - Comfort Erosion Slows Down 30% Little Piddly Diddle - Bladder Erosion Slows
Down 30% Mantis Rupture - Fun Erosion Slows Down 30% All Ups On – +1 Relationship Point When Talking To Other Sexes Li Big – Earns 20% more money when playing G'd Up games - Reduce social degradation by +1 Nemes - Everyone gets +6 Relationships except one of -100 Chillin' Like a Villain - All themes slow down 10% Nerd Level 5 - All skills receive +1 Jibba Jabba point - Talk option with random sell out effects - Get 10000 Rep xizzles Street Signs - Each member of the Rep Group gets +1 Social Baby FreeBie - Richie
Funds give $400 a month Spell Champ – Access spelling access Bee minigame All these xizzles you can bring from a xizzle club for 3 beads each. Edit Share When you start Urbz: Sims in the City (handheld), you'll receive a questionnaire that affects your Xizzles and Rep group where you start, and depending on your gender, you get different. You also get extra Xizzles to buy at Daddy Bigbucks and Mission Factory Xizzle. You need to get beads to either make friends with people or find them to get Xizzles The Questionaire (DS version)
[edit | edit source] Gender: Male - Skater Dude - When on Gravboard speed increases by 10% Female - Mermaid Sales - Get 20% off all store items Question 1: What is the meaning of life? About the hardest rep - Quick as a flash - Run 10% faster - Streeties Mad l33t computer skillz - Off the grid - Your bills are 75% cheaper - Nerdies Fat bags of money - Genial Behavior - Reduce you have a chance to pass up due to low energy by 75% - Richies Busting sweet rhymes - Night Owl - Energy breaks down 50% slower at night - Artsies
Question 2: Your perfect cot has... Fully stocked refrigerator - Eager Eager Hippo - Hunger Decays 30% slower Racertar-shaped bed - Inzombiac - Energy Decays 30% slower Barbed Wire Fence - Nemesis - Everyone gets +6 friendships, but one sim gets -100 Question 3: You won $10,000 in a breakdance contest. How do I spend it? Buy Pool - Little Piddly Diddle - Bladder Decays 30% Slower Buy Sweet New Colony - Sweet Fragrance - Hygiene Falls Apart 30% Slower Buy Some Fancy Bling - Sell - You'll Get 10,000 Simoleons
Question 4: It's Friday Night! What are you and your crew doing for fun? Just chill-play it off - Comfort Decays 30% slower Shoot a little hoop - Mantis Rapture - Fun Decays 30% slower Hit skate park - All up on's - Any social interaction with someone of the opposite sex gets a reaction of one so -1 will now be 0 Question 5: Your new song hit the top of the charts! What is it called? Keepin' it on D-L - G'D Up - Friendship falls apart slower City Grammar - Jibba Jabba - A new social interaction that good with most people Sharp like ice - Nerd
Level 5 - All your skills go up by one question 6: True or false: Money is everything! Lol Love is where it is in Chillin' Like a Villain – All themes fall apart 10% slower gimme cash! - Livin' Large - You get 20% more from Mini-Games The Questionaire (GBA version)[edit | editing source] Question 1: If you wrote and directed a movie based on your life, what would the title be? King/Queen of Miniopolis – Become a Streetie Computer Daze – Become a Nerdie Bright Lights, Big Wallet – Become a Richie My Guitar Hero – Become an Artsie
Question 2: It's Friday Night and You Don't Have to Work! What are your pizza plans and games! - Eager Eager Hippo – Hunger Erosion Slows Down 30% Stay At Home and Sleep – Inzombiac – Energy Erosion Slows Down 30% Prank Call People – Nemesis – Everyone's Releationship Goes Up +6, One Person Drops to -100 Question 3: What Is the First Thing You Do When You Get Home From School? Drink galoon OJ - Little Piddly Diddle - Bladder erosion slows down 30% Play street ball - Sweet Smell - Hygiene erosion slows down
30% Navigation to the mall - Sell Out - 10,000 Simoleons in cold hard cash Question 4: You just bought a set of turntables, and now you need a stage name. What name suits you best? DJ Chilly Pie - Play It Off - Comfort Erosion slows down 30% DJ Krazy Klaw - Mantis Rapture - Fun erosion slows down 30% DJ Smooth Money - All Up Ons - Opposite sex reacts to +1 relationship Question 5: What's the fastest way to get to an exclusive dance club? Show off your bling - G'd Up - Reduces social degradation by +1 Tell a few jokes - Jibba
Jabba - New conversation option Outsmart the goalkeeper - Nerd Level 5 - One free point for each skill Question 6: Big muscles are cooler than big brains: True or false? TRUTH - Chillin'Like a Villain - All themes decrease by 10% less FALSE - Livin' Large - Earn 20% more on all minigames Community content is available in cc-by-sa, unless otherwise stated. Para la versión norteamericana es bucket, pero para la versión PAL es cubo. Hey everyone! At the moment I'm going to write a FAQ on Urbz: Sims in the City. This FAQ will help you
if you have this game on Nintendo DS (S. Island). Want to learn some cool secrets, or maybe just beat the game? Continue! Note: The Xizzles List and Walkthrough will recognize Courtenay Dickson's SIM CREATION: After omissing the name and appearance of the Sim creation section, you'll come to a new section where you'll answer a set of multiple-choice questions. The things you choose won't matter, but depending on what you choose, you'll get 5 some Xizzles to purchase at Xizzle Club. Xizzles will help you throughout the game.
Here are a few: Inzombiac: Sleep Decay Slows Down 30% Sell Out: You Have a $10,000 Sweet Smell: Hygiene Decomposition Slows Down 30% Mantis Rapture: Fun Breakup Slows Down 30% Livin' Large: Earn 20% More on All Chillin' Minigames like Villian: Breakups Theme Slow 10% Nerd Level 5: Score one point in all Nemesan skills: Each gains 6 relationship points but one one person will decrease by 100 Jibba Jabba: New conversation option that all but Daddy B. will gain 3 or 4 points G'd Up relationship: Reduces negative option
by 1 All Up Ons: Opposite sex gains 1 relationship point while talking Little Piddly Diddle: Bladder decay slows 30% Play it Off: Comfort breakdown slows down 30% Off all Xizzles, you probably don't want Nemesis Also , the first question you answer determines your group of representatives. The following answers deter- mine rep group: King of Minipolis: Streeties Computer Daze: Nerdies Bright Lights, Big Wallet: Richies My Guitar Hero: Artsies The following answers to the questions determine which Xizzles you have, choose which fits
best for you: Question 1: A) Pizza and games!: Eager Eager Hippo B) Stay Home and Sleep: Inzombiac C) Prank Call People: Nemesis Question 2 : A) Drink OJ : Little Pilly Diddle B) Play Street Ball: Sweet Smell C) Go to the Mall: Buy Question 3: A) Chilly Pie - Play it Off B) Krazy Klaw: Mantis Rapture C) Smooth Money: All Ups on Question 4: A) Show off Bling: G'd Up B) Tell Joke: Jibba Jabba C) Outwit Bouncer: Nerd Level 5 Question 5: A) Yes: Chillin' Like a Villain B) No : Livin' Large GETTING AROUND: There Are 4 Ways to Move:
Walking: Slowest Mode of Transport Running: Faster Than Walking, but it sucks up the energy of hover board: Quite quickly, but a little hard to control motorcycle: The best means of transport PLACES TO DO AND WHAT THEY CAN DO: Urbania: Park: Grill on hunger Prison: The second home for you, if you are arrested , play minigames Hoopz Chopper Garage: Play motorcycle minigames Junked Shoolbus : If you have your relationship with Giuseppi Mezzoalto up to 100, then you can go inside here Thrift Store: Shop for Items Small
and LArge Brownstone: Available Pizza Parlor Houses: Buy food, use the toilet, get some new clothes, play minigames Comedy Miniopolis University: Take classes to earn hospital skill points : If you pass out, you'll end up here; sleep, get food from the vending machine Miniopolis Chronicle: News place; take a nap or play games on your Computer Club Xizzle: Talk to a rep group of people Sim Quarter: Farmer's Market: Shop Crawfish Shack: Buy food here Fortune Teller's Shop: Strangely, You can use the crystal ball to recharge your
Energy Epoch Museum: Buy exibits to earn money when the bills arrive TownHouse: Available Home Zeke's Zydeco Club: Dance for fun Cafe Multiplaya : Sit on the couch or go shopping online Salty's River Boat : Available home, play the minigames Moogoo Monkey Glass Town: Cinema d'Urbania: Watch Glasstown Mega-Mall: Buy Things Here; more choice than xizzle rep group club club: Get all 10 points from each rep group access to the rooms; play spelling bee minigames Apartment: Available House King Tower: Play the mini-game
window, available at bayou house: Tiwn's Bayou Shack: It has all the amenities of a Bayou house: Bayou: three-wheeled bullfrogs and nuclear fuel rods here Other places: Carnival: Earn some cash, buy things from the paradise island ninja cheat: Buy unique things here, take a trip to earn money Weird Fact: Believe it or not, some of the places here can act like second homes to you. You can sit in a prison cell, live in Bayou Tiwn Cottage, and even just live all over Urbania, because each of its buildings has everything you need, except for
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the room, of course. INTHROUGH: Now it's time to beat the game.......... CHAPTER ONE: Mission 1-1: Slave to the Grind: Trigger: Kris Thistle -Play Squeegee Clean: Play a minigame. Go up and there will be a big red arrow -Befriend Kris Thistle: Make friends with her for relationship 30 -Give Kris your Squeegee and Bucket: Choose Give Gift in friendly things and give it to her mission 1-2: Get cleared Trigger: Kris Thistle -Take a shower: Go to the penthouse skyline and there should be a shower -Take a nap :Take a nap on the couch -
something : Go to the lobby of the tower and go to the vending machine Note: Skyline Penthouse is your home for now Mission 1-3: Help Kris Thistle Trigger: Kris Thistle -Move the bed to the apartment: Go to the office and put the bed in your pocket, then place it in the penthouse skyline -Repair tv : Go to the law firm and repair tv -Fix two drinking fountains: One in the office and one in the lobby mission 1-4 : Find the key trigger: Kris Thistle -Get one mechanical skill point: Go to the law firm and go to the place where the TV is located, next
to there is a work bench where you can earn a skill point. TIP: Try pressing repeadatley to get your repairs done twice as fast! -Pick a lock to lily gate office: Go to the law firm and pick up the lock on the door -Find the key: Go to your desk and pick it up Mission 1-5: Get out of prison Trigger: Complete mission 1-4 -Make friends detective Dan: Get his relationship to 30. Try talking about crime or complimenting it -Answer Det. Dan's questions: Talk to Det. Dan and say yes to be questioned. Choose these: Question 1: Whatever Question 2:
The thud told me That I can stop Question 3: Real food, I got tired of eating fast food Question 4: no, he finds legal ways to make people miserable Question 5: All Mission 1-6: Find a place to live Trigger: Completing mission 1-5 TIP: Don't go and buy a house right away. Spend some time in prison as a house and get your body to 5, it will help you later -Play hoopz minigame: Go upstairs in prison and play minigame -Earn $150 for rent and taxes: Earn $150 -Buy a house: buy a small house or a large house When finished, talk to Det. Dan.
CHAPTER 2: Mission 2-1: Study the Work of Trigger: Sue Pirnova -Befriend Maximillian Moore: Go To this is where it is usually, and make friends with it up to 30. -Give artemisia plant to Dr. Max: Go to the upper street on the and you come through the trash and put the plant in your pocket. Then you need to bring it to Max within an hour -Write a doctoral thesis: You must first score 2 logical points. Deliver it to Maximillian Moore Completing this mission allows you to take part in classes at the University. Mission 2-2: I have to complete the
Trigger riff: Phoebe Twiddle -Make friends Cannonball Coleman: Get your rel. with him up to 30. -Give Saxophone Reed cannonball Coleman: Go to the savings store and buy one -Earn 1 creativity: Go to the trash and study. -Finsh songs: Select ending songs. Select:... to old tricks ... so good ... and cool like a lake ... saxophone reed Now you can play comic explosion mission minigames 2-3: Race for glory Trigger: Dusty Hogg -Gain $500 for race renovations: Gain $500 -Talk to Ewan Watam hee:&lt;---do that -Bring Ewan lunch for 3 days:
Buy 3 corn dogs from the pizza parlor and give them to him once a day 3 days Now you can play minigames motorcycle Mission 2-4 : Salesmanship Trigger: Berkely Cloud -Take part in the auction: Take part in the Thrift Store auction from 17:00 -Aquire shrunken head: win it at auction or just buy -Give a shrunken head Berkely Cloud:&lt;---do that now you can ride on a hover board! Mission 2-5: Club Xizzle Trigger: Lottie Cash -Take Crystal on the town: Go to the pizzeria -Get a bite to eat: Buy Crystal a slice of pizza -Play the game: Go
shopping -Go shopping: Go to Thrift Store -Buy crystal gift: Buy something with peddlar next to the pizzeria and give it now can go to Club Xizzle Mission 2-6: Road to SimQuarter Trigger : Gramma Hattie -Make 3 friends: Do 3 people have a relationship 50 -Raise $500 for the cause: Earn $500 and give it to Gramma -Get two job promotions: Get to level two in both Squeegee Clean and Hoopz, or get to level 3 in one Now you can enter Sim Quarters CHAPTER 3: Mission 3-1: Mission for the man Trigger : Det. Dan -Play Moogoo Monkey:
Go to Salty's River Boat and play the minigame -Follow the directions on the bulletin board: This is a little tricky. Go to the Miniopolis Chronicles and go to the bulletin board and read it. Then go to shruberry near the museum and find the next clue. Then go to the cemetery and continue until you reach four burial stones in a row, go to the last one and get the next clue. Then talk to Berkely Cloud. -Give the mysterious briefcase Det. Dan: Give him -Give fake briefcases to Guiuseppi: Giive go to him Mission 3-2: Batten down hatces Trigger: Lily
Gates; You can find it in Club Xizzles in the morning and in the afternoon -Earn creativity 5: Go to university -Convince Ewan to fix the attraction: Create a relationship with him to 30 -Challenge and defeat Dusty Hogg: Go to the minigames and race and defeat him. Use fast and low-cost engines to win you get you get Ride Dusty's motorcycle -Convince Poly to go to attractions: Make friends with her in relationship 50 Talk to Lily after mission 3-3: No one will pass Trigger: Gramma Hattie: -Earn 5 in body or charisma: Choose one and
upgrade. To upgrade your charisma, use mirrior in the Thrift Store-Meet at the cemetery between 11pm-12am:&lt;---do, that -Guard the cemetery for 4 hours: You have to answer the right things to the guard: Daddy Bigbucks: Say something Darius(5 Body): After the first few questions, say these: Sorry, but I can't let anyone through I'm so strong, I can turn the sunlight with my breath I'm so hard that people call me Boss I'm so crazy Det. Dan kicked me out of jail Lily Gates (5 Charisma) I'm never so hard he's done this with Lily before, but be
nice. Mission 3-4: Get on the Trigger list: Cannonball Coleman -Earn 2 from the rep group: look at the list and become members of two of them -Take tickets 2-5am: Go to Club Zydeco and talk to Cannonball Coleman If streetie or Nerdie, don't let any Richies in if you're Richie or Artsie, don't let any nerdies in richies that come: Lottie Cash and Luthor Bigbucks Nerdies that will come: Maximillian Moore and Sue Pirvona Mission 3-5: High society Trigger: Luthor Bigbucks -Find the curator: Go find Roxanne Moxie -Purchase one museum
exhibit: Go to the Museum and buy one Now, when the bills arrive, you have cash with them Mission 3-6: Ballad Pepper Pete Trigger : Mambo Lao -Find Sailor Coat: Talk to Pheobe Twiddle and go to thrift store: Go to the right of the bottom clothes stand and get a coat -Find a fake beard : Buy a white beard from Pritchard Locksley for $300 -Find the sailors' cap: Talk to Poly Nomial and buy it online; it will take 1-2 days to reach -Give costume Mabo Lao:&lt;---do, that -Talk to Olde Salty: Go to the river boat and talk to him After that, you
have thrown into the river and land in the world of Bayou Mission 4-1: Greatest Fear Trigger: Starts already -Convince Clem you are not a vampire: The first three questions do not matter, then say: sun garlic ice cream bathe on the mosquito beach If you do not answer the questions correctly , then you'll have to make friends with Crawed Clem for a relationship 30 times with this, you can use Twin's Bayou shack as your home. There is a barbecue outside, and inside the hose there is a toilet, shower, TV and two beds -Find the Dark Tree:
follow the path until you get to some stumps, then head north -Find the light: After crossing the first bridge, go and put a glowing light in your pocket You have problems with these plants? If so, pressing A when pointing the washer in the opposite direction will help. -Capture the Alligator Albino: After getting the light, go to the tree and talk to him Talk to Bayou Boo when you're done mission 4-2: With Old Trigger Man: Man: Boo -Meet at the Hickory Stump at midnight: Go to the stumps at midnight -Fiddle old man: Play soul music with him
Talk to Crawed Clem when you're done. Mission 4-3: Bye bye Bayou Trigger: Crawed Clem -Convince Clem to fire you: Give him a locket -Meet Boo at the entrance with maunsolem: Go to the stumps and head south After you go out, talk to Gramma Hattie These are the hardest missions. If you want to see, start running. In this mission, you can not run at all or you will go to jail, so use a motorcycle a lot. Mission 4-4: Running from the trigger of the law: Det. Dan -Find someone to write a letter: Talk to Gramm Hattie -Find a messanger: Talk
to a guy, who always sleeps at the university -Gain Popularity 40:&lt;---do that -Find a map of Paradise Island: Go to the river boat and go to the highest room, and the map will be on the floor -Bring the map back to Gordie: Bring it back to it Now you can use the fan boat and you can restart. Go up the stairs next to the GlassTown City Apartment to use it. Mission 4-5: Carnivalle! Trigger: Roxxane Moxie -Capture nutria dance: use the fan boat and head down. You will come across a small island with a few beaver-like things. Put one in your
pocket -Give nutria roxxane dance: &lt;---do that -Give $5000 to Roxie: &lt;---do that -Find tightropewalker: Talk to Misty Waters -Find Misty date: Talk to Luthor Bigbucks and then talk to Misty again When you start Roxanne, carnival opens. If you go there between 2-3am, you will find a Ninja Cheat between two trees to the north. You can buy them from ninja: -Rosebud: You get a $2222 -Silver Tongue smoothie: adds 1 point charisma -Gourmet smoothie: adds 1 cooking point -Clock cocktail: adds 1 mechanical point -Buff smoothie: adds 1
body point -Mind smoothie: adds 1 logical point -DaVinci smoothie: adds 1 point of creativity -Piece of paper: Has a bucket word, which you have to say to enter Club Xizzle for the first time Talk to Roxanne again. Mission 4-6: Bigbucks Players Trigger: Theresa Bullhorn -Gain popularity 50:&lt;---do, that -Convince Dusty Hogg to perform: Get his relationship to 50 -Convince Sue Pirnova to perform: same as Dusty -Decorate the scene: Buy 5 decorative elements and put them on stage -Take part in the performance: Go to the theater at night
CHAPTER 5: Mission 5-1 Reality show: Trigger: Leader of the rep group NOTE : Before completing this mission, have all the full stats -Travel to Paradise Island: Get on a fan boat and head north, and you'll come there. -Play trivia contest: Go find four coconut questions. They are all buy palm trees. When you do this, talk to Pritchard and give him cocnuts, then answer as follows: Coconut Question 1: Red Question Coconut 2: Urbania Coconut Question 3: Dusty Hogg Question 4: Carnival For every question you're right, you can earn $2000
-Insult other riders: contestants: things that will make them crazy, but I've never been successful at it. By winning you get $10000. Mission 5-2: Back to the drawing board Trigger: Luthor Bigbucks -Convince Polly to say: Earn a relationship with her 70 -Find a secret laboratory: Go to the executive office in king tower between 3-4am with logic 6 and search racks -Earn logic 6:&lt;---do, that -Back plans for Luthor: Download blue print from mission lab 5-3: Interview with Cajun Vampire Trigger: Crawed Clem -Find Boo : Go back to this
mausolem entry and talk to Boo -Free Boo: Choose a castle from mechnical 7 -Find a cure for vampireism: Talk to Mambo Lao, and get a mixing machine and 3 choclates from the Sim Quarter market. You need 5 to cook to do this. Mix 3 chocolates in a mixer, then bake it in the oven -Feed Boo choclate: Give the chocolate to it Mission 5-4: Captured! Trigger: Cheat ninja -Make friends Harlan King to union 30 -Escape cell: Once befriend Harlan King, Daddy B. appears and you're free Mission 5-5: Atlantis premier party Trigger: Crystal (if
you're a man), Maximillian Moore (if you're a woman) -Find a premier ticket: Talk to Lily Gates -Impress Lily: Get your relationship with her to 70 and your popularity 70 Talk to Crystal(Max) after you get the tickets -Dress all black : Go to the savings shop and dress in black -Take part in the premiere: Get the Cinema at about 5pm and Darius will allow you in now the last mission 5-6: Bak In Time Trigger: Harlan King -Find the inventor: Talk to Sue Pirvona -Find 10 fuel rods nucleurs : There are some in Bayou. Use the fan boat to get there -
Find a contractor: Talk to Ewan and give him $10,000 When you did, go to the Chopper Garage -Find the correct date: Talk to Guoseppi Mezzoalto -Use the time machine in place: Place the time machine on the roof of the King Tower and go back to December 31, 1870. Talk to Ephram Earl, talk to Dad B., and that's it! Congratulations! You defeated The Urbz: Sims in the City. Now you can either postpone the game or you can continue your life maxing out your skills and making relationships, or you can continue splicer island missions.
Now, here's Rep Mission Goals: Streeties: -Get the highest promotion in Hoopz -Annoy Daddy B.(rel. -50) -Convince Ewan to join Streeties Richies: -Get the highest promotion in Moogoo Monkey -Have $30,000 worth of items at home -Earn $10,000 Arties: -Get the highest promotion in comedy club minigames -Bake Strawberry Tiramisu (see a piece of paper with Ninja cheat) -Recycle 100 piles of junk NOTE : There is a strange glitch that happens and piles of garbage eventually disappear. Collect 100 at the beginning of the game, but wait
until you play all 100 at once. Nerdies: -Get higest promotion in Doc. Max Stat -Create a piece of chess wood (work bench and a piece of fossil wood) -Sell 15 giant frongs at once SPLCIER ISLAND (DS EXCLUSIVE) - You're My Only Hope!-- (YMOH) Go to University. Next to it you should see a trash can. Check inside the trash can to find splicer island plans. Now go buy some food. So go to the pizzeria (or anywhere else that sells food) and buy a slice of pizza or whatever. Now go to Urbania Park and give it to Mokey. Now go to
SimQuarter and go to the dock. Talk to Sharon Faster. She will ask for $500, so give it to her. --Land Ho!-- (LAHO) Go to simquarter dock at 8am and go to the boat and press A to go to Splicer Island. Go a little north and you'll see Futo Maki, so talk to him. He'll ask for $5,000, so give it to him. Then give him plans splicer island (Friendly things, then give a gift, and then choose plans). Then approach the gate and select the lock. If you don't have mechanical skills 4, return to Urbania and study at university between 6pm - 9pm. Now you
need to get a relationship of 50 or more with one of the monkeys on the island. Again they act positively and negatively to the following: Positive: Play, Scratch, Rubdown, Pull Tail, Hug Negative: Scold, Pet, Baby Talk, Kiss, Tease When you have a relationship 50, talk to Futo Maki again. He will then say that it takes 10 days to complete the project, so wait 10 days in the game and then return to Splicer Island. - You are my only hope!-- (YMOH) Go to university. Next to it you should see a trash can. Check inside the trash can to find splicer
island plans. Now go buy some food. So go to the pizzeria (or anywhere else that sells food) and buy a slice of pizza or whatever. Now go to Urbania Park and give it to Mokey. Now go to SimQuarter and go to the dock. Talk to Sharon Faster. She will ask for $500, so give it to her. --Land Ho!-- (LAHO) Go to simquarter dock at 8am and go to the boat and press A to go to Splicer Island. Go a little north and you'll see Futo Maki, so talk to him. He'll ask for $5,000, so give it to him. Then give him plans splicer island (Friendly things, then give a
gift, and then choose plans). Then approach the gate and select the lock. If you don't have mechanical skills 4, return to Urbania and study at university between 6pm - 9pm. Now you need to get a relationship of 50 or more with one of the monkeys on the island. Again they act positively and negatively to the following: Positive: Play, Scratch, Rubdown, Pull Tail, Hug Negative: Scold, Pet, Baby Talk, Kiss, Tease When you have a relationship 50, talk to Futo Maki again. He will then say that it takes 10 days to complete the project, so wait 10
days in the game and then return to Splicer Island. You must have a relationship or more before they accept (thanks to Blink for this information). -Find Smoothie Operator Go to Riverboat and ask ask I. Deal to be a Smoothie Operator. -Find an Entertainment Manager Go to Crawfish Shack and talk to Busta Cruz (who is in the toilet) to be an Entertainment Manager. -Find Long Lost Dr Mauricio Keyes To Mokey! Notice how they are all people who hang around in one place? Anyway, talk to Mokey. Now he wants a shower. -Get a Mokey
shower Go to jail and Mokey will wait there. He will come in and take a shower. Now there is Dr. Mauricio Keyes. -*-*-*-
*************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************
To see if you have any go in your pocket and click on collections. The round yellow thing is Amber. -Create a pet Go to the Isle and before entering the Gate, turn right and you will see the building. Enter it and talk to Dr. Mauricio Keyes. Go down the elevator and talk to Cynthia Braintrust. Then go to the great simoleon sign and create an animal. You have to follow the line and try not to go out of its side. You only have a limited amount of time to be fast. In the second game, you need to press round blue things when they reach the line. Try
to pop instead of shrinking. -*-*-*-
*************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************
First conversation with Busta Cruz. He can be on the Pet Show, so enter the gate and walk to the upper left corner. This is the Entertainment Center. Go through it and go to the other end. This is a pet show. Talk to Busta Cruz if she's there. Now you need to find 3 people to enter. Go talk cynthia braintrust. Now talk to Maximillian Moore Doctor. Next conversation with Gary Geezer, he's a guy who's a little deaf. -Train a Pet for the Show (Rel 50) Talk to your pet. Depending on what it is, you will like different things. But I think all of them like
the Play option. -Win the Pet Show. Save before you start playing. This game is really very easy. Blue cards can only be placed on your pet, which gives you points. Red cards can only be placed on other pets, so it will slow them down. Green cards can be placed on your pet only if he has a red card on it. Let's say you put down a blue card, you get a few points. Then there is the next animal bend, and they put a red card on the animal, which just happens to be a sleep card. When your you can't do anything because you don't have any
green cards that will get rid of the red card you have on your pet. So this will allow you to discard some cards. Now, if you have a green energy card, you can put it on your pet and it will no longer be sleepy. And you can keep adding blue cards. To win, you need to earn 100 points. Points. S.6 - Winky Weebucks -Explore the lab After winning the Pet Show, when you leave, take the red flag at the gate. You'll get a cutting scene where Cynthia Braintrust calls for help. Go to the lab and to the elevator. You'll see Berkeley Clodd. Watch the
cutting scene and you'll see Winky Weebucks. -Find Winky Weebucks I think it's better if you do your next mission first. -Find someone to stop Winky Weebucks Go talking to Olde Salty. He will suggest a conversation with a parrot. So go to the top of the river and talk to the parrot. -Give a sail to the parrot Give the flag parrot I told you to take earlier. Then it will fly away. -Distract Winky Weebucks Go to carnival and meet Pete Pepper there. Now you need to go through the maze. Go to the left end and go in the direction of Winky Twice.
Then go right twice. Now go ahead and you're through. Talk to Winky and you dispersed him. Congratulations, beat Mission Splicer Island! Well, it's over. This is one of the longest frequently asked questions I've ever written. I think it's good enough and wills top here for now.........*greening* CREDITS: Writer: Luigi1432 Info: Courtenay Dickson Splicer Island Info: Bethany SPECIAL THANKS: Urbz: Sims in town My GBA FAQ, that Courtenay Dickson wrote Yoshi13n IGN.com You(For reading) Remember, you can't copy this guide anywhere
without my permission, I'd just like on some sites like IGN or GameFAQs. You can use this guide for personal use, but email me at klam2@sbcglobal.net if you want to host this guide on your site and I'll probably say so. Any other questions you may have, please email me. NOTE: If you have a question on Splicer Island Missions, DO NOT email me asking about it, it's because I have all the information from Bethany and I just copied and pasted the information here, so if you email me a question about Splicer Island, sorry, but I can't really
help it there. Time: 3 hours 9 minutes Copyright January 2006, revised September 2006 and April 2011, by Luigi1432 Luigi1432
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